High-dimensional Nearest Neighbor (NN) search is central in multimedia search systems. Product Quantization (PQ) is a widespread NN search technique which has a high performance and a good scalability. PQ compresses high-dimensional vectors into compact codes thanks to a combination of quantizers. Large databases can therefore be stored entirely in RAM, enabling fast responses to NN queries. In almost all cases, PQ uses 8-bit quantizers as they offer low response times.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the amount of multimedia data handled by online services, such as video sharing web sites or social networks, has soared. This profusion of multimedia content calls for efficient multimedia search techniques, so as to allow users to find relevant content. Efficient Nearest Neighbor (NN) search in high dimensionality is key in multimedia search. High-dimensional feature vectors, or descriptors, can be extracted from multimedia files, capturing their semantic content. Finding similar multimedia objects then consists in finding objects with a similar set of descriptors.
In low dimensionality, efficient solutions to the NN search problem, such as KD-trees, have been proposed. However, exact NN search remains challenging in high-dimensional spaces. Therefore, current research work focuses on finding Approximate Nearest Neighbors (ANN) efficiently. Due to its good scalability and low response time, Product Quantization (PQ) [9] is a popular approach [12, 14, 15] for ANN search in high-dimensional spaces. PQ compresses high-dimensional vectors into compact codes occupying only a few bytes. Therefore, large databases can be stored entirely in main memory. This enables responding to NN queries without performing slow I/O operations.
PQ compresses vectors into compact codes using a combination of quantizers. To answer ANN queries, PQ first pre-computes a set of lookup tables comprising the distance between the subvectors of the query vector and centroids of the quantizers. PQ then uses these lookup tables to compute the distance between the query vector and compact codes stored in the database. Previous work relies almost exclusively on 8-bit quantizers (2 8 centroids) which result in small lookup tables, that are both fast to pre-compute and fit the fastest CPU caches.
Novel quantization models inspired by Product Quantization (PQ) have been proposed to improve ANN search accuracy. These models, such as Additive Quantization (AQ) [4] or Tree Quantization (TQ) [6] offer a higher accuracy, but some of them lead to a much increased response time. An orthogonal approach to achieve a higher accuracy is to use 16-bit quantizers instead of the common 8-bit quantizers. However, 16-bit quantizers are generally believed to be intractable because they result in a 3 to 10 times increase in response time compared to 8-bit quantizers
In this paper, we introduce a novel approach that makes 16-bit quantizers almost as fast as 8-bit quantizers while retaining the increase in accuracy. Our approach builds on two key ideas: (i) we build small derived codebooks (2 8 centroids each) that approximate the codebooks of the 16-bit quantizers (2 16 centroids each) and (ii) we introduce a two-pass NN search procedure which builds a candidate set using the derived codebooks, and then refines it using the 16-bit quantizers. Moreover, our approach can be combined with inverted indexes, commonly used to manage large databases. More specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We detail how we build derived codebooks that approximate the 16-bit quantizers. We describe how our two-pass NN search procedure exploits derived codebooks to achieve both a low response time and a high accuracy.
• We evaluate our approach in the context of Product Quantization (PQ) and Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ), with and without inverted indexes. We show that it offers close response time to 8-bit quantizers, while having the same accuracy as 16-bit quantizers.
• We discuss the strengths and limitations of our approach.
We show that because it increases accuracy without significantly impacting response time, our approach compares favorably with the state of the art.
BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe how Product Quantization (PQ) and Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ) encode vectors into compact codes. We then show how to perform ANN search in databases of encoded vectors.
Vector Encoding
Product Quantization (PQ) [9] is based on the principle of vector quantization. A vector quantizer is a function q which maps a vector x ∈ R d to a vector C[i] ∈ C, where C is a predetermined set of d-dimensional vectors. The set of vectors C is named codebook, and its elements are named centroids. A quantizer which minimizes the quantization error maps a vector x to its closest centroid:
q(x) = arg min
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The index i of the closest centroid C[i] of a vector x ∈ R d can be used as a compact code representing the vector x: code(x) = i such that q(x) = C[i]. The compact code i only uses b = ⌈log 2 (k)⌉ bits of memory, while a d-dimensional vector stored as an array of floats uses d · 32 bits of memory. The accuracy of ANN search primarily depends on the quantization error induced by the vector quantizer. Therefore, to minimize quantization error, it is necessary to use a quantizer with a large number of centroids, e.g., k = 2 64 centroids. Yet, training such quantizers is not tractable. Product Quantization addresses this issue by allowing to generate a quantizer with a large number of centroids from several low-complexity quantizers. To quantize a vector x ∈ R d , a product quantizer first splits x into m sub-vectors x = (x 0 , . . . , x m−1 ). Then, each sub-vector x j is quantized using a distinct quantizer q j . Each quantizer q j has a distinct codebook C j , of size k. A product quantizer maps a vector x ∈ R d as follows:
Thus, the codebook C of the product quantizer is the Cartesian product of the codebooks of the quantizers,
The product quantizer has a codebook of size k m , while only requiring training m codebooks of size k. Product quantizers encode high-dimensional vectors into compact codes by concatenating the codes generated by the m quantizers:
Optimized Product Quantization (OPQ) [8] and Cartesian Kmeans (CKM) [10] are two similar quantizations schemes, both relying on the same principles as Product Quantization (PQ). An optimized product quantizer multiplies a vector x ∈ R d by an orthonormal matrix R ∈ R d ×d before quantizing it in the same way as a product quantizer:
The matrix R allows an arbitrary rotation of the vector x, thus enabling a better distribution of the information between the quantizers. This, in turn, translates into a lower quantization error.
Inverted Indexes
The simplest search strategy, known as exhaustive search, consists in encoding database vectors as compact codes, and storing the codes as a contiguous array in RAM. To answer NN queries, the whole database is scanned [9] . The more elaborate non-exhaustive search strategy builds on inverted indexes (or IVF) to avoid scanning the whole database at query time. An inverted index splits the vector space into K distinct cells. The compact codes of the vectors belonging to each cell are stored in a distinct inverted list. At query time, the closest cells to the query vector are determined and the corresponding inverted lists are scanned for nearest neighbors [5, 9] . Because they allow scanning only a fraction of the database, inverted indexes offer a significant speed-up. In addition, most inverted indexes also increase accuracy thanks to residual encoding. This technique consists in encoding the residual r (x) of a vector x ∈ R d instead of encoding the vector x itself. The residual r (x) of a vector x is defined as: r (x) = x −c, where c is the center vector of the cell x has list ← index_list(database, y) ▷ Index 3:
neighbors ← binheap(r ) ▷ binary heap of size r
7:
for i ← 0 to |list| − 1 do
return neighbors 12: function adc(c, {D j } m−1 j=0 ) 13 :
for j ← 0 to m do 15:
been assigned to. Because they offer both a decrease in response time and an increase in accuracy, inverted indexes are widely used. They are especially useful for large databases, as exhaustive search is hardly tractable in this case.
ANN Search
ANN Search in a database of compact codes takes three steps: Index, where the inverted index is used to retrieve the most appropriate inverted lists, Tables, where a set of lookup tables are pre-computed and Scan, which involves computing the distance between the query vector and the compact codes stored in the inverted lists. The Index step is only necessary when non-exhaustive search is used and skipped in the case of exhaustive search.
Index
Step. In this step, the closest cell to the query vector y is determined using the inverted index, and the corresponding inverted list are retrieved. The residual r (y) of the query vector is also computed. To obtain a high recall, multiple cells are scanned for nearest neighbors. We denote as ma the number of scanned inverted lists. Each step is repeated ma times: ma inverted lists are retrieved (Index step), ma sets of lookup tables are computed (Tables step) and ma inverted lists are scanned for nearest neighbors (Scan step).
Tables
Step. In this step, a set of m lookup tables {D j } m j=0 are computed, one for each quantizer used by the product quantizer (Algorithm 1, line 3). The jth lookup table is composed of the distances between the jth sub-vector of the query vector y and all centroids of the jth quantizer:
We omitted the definition of the compute_tables function in Algorithm 1, but it corresponds to an implementation of Equation 1. Scan
Step. In this step, the retrieved inverted list is scanned for nearest neighbors (Algorithm 1, line 4). The scan function iterates over all compact codes stored in the list (Algorithm 1, line 7) and computes the distance between each code and the query vector using the adc function (Algorithm 1, line 9). The adc function is an implementation of the Asymmetric Distance Computation (ADC) [9] method which computes the distance between a code c and the query vector y as follows:
Equation 2 is equivalent to:
To compute the distance between the query vector y and a code c, ADC therefore sums the distances between the m sub-vectors of y and the m centroids associated with the code c.
When the number of codes in the database is greater than the number of centroids of each quantizer, i.e., |database| > k, using lookup tables avoids recomputing the same 
Impact of the use of 16-bit quantizers
A product quantizer is fully characterized by two parameters: m, the number of quantizers and k the number of centroids per quantizer. We denote b = ⌈log 2 (k)⌉ the number of bits per quantizer, and we denote m×b product quantizer a product quantizer employing m quantizers of b bits each.
An m×b product quantizer encodes high-dimensional vectors into short codes occupying m·b bits of memory. The m·b product impacts the accuracy of ANN search, and the memory use of the database. The higher the m·b product, the higher the accuracy, but also the higher the memory use. In practice, 64-bit codes (i.e., m·b = 64) are commonly used, but there has been a recent interest in using 32-bit codes [4] .
For a fixed m·b product (e.g., m·b = 64 or m·b = 32), there is the option of using either 8-bit quantizers (b = 8) or 16-bit quantizers (b = 16). Thus, a product quantizer generating 64-bit codes (m·b = 64) can be built using either 8 8-bit quantizers (8×8 product quantizer) or 4 16-bit quantizers (4×16 product quantizer). Any other arbitrary value of b than 8 or 16 would theoretically be possible. However, during a distance computation the m b-bit integers composing a compact code are accessed individually. For efficiency, it is important that these integers have a size that can be natively addressed by CPUs, i.e., b ∈ {8, 16, 32, 64}. In addition, 32-bit or 64-bit vector quantizers are not tractable, leaving b = 8 and b = 16 as practical values.
We measure the impact of the use of 16-bit quantizers on accuracy (using the Recall@100 measure, denoted R@100), and on the time spent in the Index, Tables and Scan steps (Table 1) . We use a small dataset of 1 million SIFT vectors (SIFT1M), for which we do not use an inverted index, and a large dataset of 1 billion SIFT vectors (SIFT1B), for which we use an inverted index (K = 65536 cells, ma = 64). In both cases, 16-bit quantizers significantly boost accuracy, but they also cause an increase in the time spent in the Tables and Scan step. The use of 16-bit quantizers in place of 8-bit quantizers produces much larger D j lookup tables (2 16 floats each versus 2 8 floats each), which has two main consequences: (i) the lookup tables are more costly to pre-compute (2 16 distance computations versus 2 8 ), which increases Tables time, and (ii) the lookup tables have to be stored in larger but slower cache levels, which increases Scan time. For 8-bit quantizers, lookup tables fit in the fastest CPU cache, the L1 cache (4-5 cycles latency). For 16-bit quantizers, lookup tables have to be stored in the larger but slower L3 cache (≈ 50 cycles latency).
DERIVED CODEBOOKS 3.1 Overview
Thanks to the use of derived codebooks, our approach allows both strongly limiting the increase in Tables time and the increase in Scan time caused by the use of 16-bit quantizers. Our approach therefore performs well with and without inverted indexes. The gist of our approach is to build small derived codebooks (2 8 centroids each) that approximate the codebooks of the 16-bit quantizers, and to exploit these derived codebooks to speedup ANN search. We use the derived codebooks to compute small lookup tables that fit the fast L1 cache, and that can be used for approximate distance evaluation. We build a candidate set of r 2 vectors by computing approximate distances. This candidate set is then refined by performing a precise distance evaluation, which relies on the codebooks of the 16-bit quantizers.
Therefore, with the conventional approach, ANN search takes two steps: Tables and Scan (with an optional Index step, Section 2.3). With our approach, ANN search takes three steps: Tables, during which we pre-compute small lookup tables, Scan during which we build a candidate set using small lookup tables and Refine, during which we refine the candidate set using the 16-bit quantizers. An optional Index step can also be used with our approach. In the remainder of this paper, we denote PQ m×b, b a product quantizer with m quantizers of b bits each, associated with m derived codebooks of 2 b centroids each (respectively OPQ m×b, b an optimized product quantizer with similar properties). We focus on (O)PQ m×8, 16, i.e., (optimized) product quantizers with 16-bit quantizers and derived codebooks of 2 8 centroids.
Building Derived Codebooks
A product quantizer uses m quantizers, each having a different codebook C j , j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}. We build the derived codebook
(1) (1) 
for l ← 0 to k do 9:
10:
return C j C j , j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} from the codebook of the corresponding quantizer. Thus, C 0 is derived from C 0 etc. The training process of the codebook of the jth quantizer, with k = 2 b centroids, and of the jth derived codebook, with k = 2 b centroids is described in Algorithm 2. The kmeans function is a standard implementation of the k-means algorithm. It takes a training set V t and a parameter k, the desired number of clusters. It returns a codebook C and a partition P of the training set into k clusters. We denote P[i] the ith cluster of P. The kmeans_same_size function is a k-means variant [11] which produces clusters G of identical sizes, i.e., ∀G l ∈ P, |G l | = |G 0 | . For the sake of simplicity, Figure 1 illustrates the training process for k = 16 and k = 4, although we use k = 2 16 and k = 2 8 in practice. The training process takes three steps, described in the three following paragraphs.
Step 1. Train a temporary codebook C t j using the kmeans function. Figure 1a shows the result of this step. Each point represents a centroid of C t j . Vectors of the training set V t are not shown. Implicitly, centroids of C t j have an index associated with them, which is their position in the list C t j , i.e., the index of C t j [i] is i. As the indexes of centroids are not used in the remainder of the training process, they are not shown.
Step 2. Partition C t j into k clusters using kmeans_same_ size. To do so, C t j is used as the training set for kmeans_same _size. Figure 1b shows the partition P = (G l ), l ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} of C t j . The number in parentheses above each centroid in the index of the cluster it has been assigned to i.e., the number l such that the centroid belongs to G l . The codebook C j returned by kmeans_same_size is the derived codebook, shown on Figure 1d . Each centroid C j [l] of the derived codebook is the centroid of the cluster G l .
Step 3. Build the final codebook C j by reordering the centroids of the temporary codebook C t j . This reordering, or re-assignment of centroid indexes, is the key that allows the derived codebooks C j to be used as an approximate version of the C j codebooks. The order of centroids in C j must be such that the lowest b bits of the index assigned to each centroid of C j matches the cluster G l it has been assigned to in step 2. If we denote low b (i), the lower b bits of the index i, the order of centroids must obey the property:
The build_final_codebook function produces an assignment of centroid indexes which obeys property P1 (Algorithm 2, line 11). Figure 1c shows the final assignment of centroid indexes. In this example, k = 16 and k = 4 (b = 4 and b = 2). The centroids belonging to cluster 1 (01 in binary) have been assigned the indexes 9 (1001), 13 (1101), 1 (0001), and 5 (0101). The lowest b = 2 bits of 9,13,1 and 5 are 01, which matches the partition number (1, or 01). This property similarly holds for all partitions and all centroids. This joint training process allows the derived codebook C j to be used as an approximate version of C j during the NN search process. To encode a vector x ∈ R d into a compact code, the codebooks C j are used. The code c resulting from the encoding of vector x is such that for all j ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, C j [c [j] ] is the closest centroid of x j in C j . Our training process ensures that the centroid C j [low
is close to x j . In other words, the centroid index assigned by the quantizer C j remains meaningful in the derived codebook C j . are computed from the derived codebooks {C j } m j=0 . Small lookup tables are computed using the same compute_tables function as the one used in the conventional ANN search procedure (Section 2.3, Algorithm 1). The short lookup table D j consists of the distances between the sub-vectors y j and all centroids of the codebook C j . Unlike in the conventional ANN search procedure, we then quantize the floating-point distances in small lookup tables {D j } m−1 j=0 to 8-bit integers, in order to build the quantized lookup tables {Q j } m−1 j=0 . This additional quantization stage is necessary because our scan procedure (Scan Step) uses a data structure optimized for fast insertion, capped buckets, which requires distances to be quantized to 8-bit integers. We follow a quantization procedure similar to the one used in [1] . We quantize floating-point distances uniformly into 255 (0-254) bins between a qmin and qmax bound. All distances above qmax are quantized to 255. We use the minimum distance across all lookup tables as the qmin bound. To determine qmax, we compute the distance between the query vector and the r 2 first vectors of the database. The greatest distance is used as the qmax bound. Once qmin and qmax have been set, quantized lookup tables are computed as follows:
Step. In this step, the full database is scanned to build a candidate set of r 2 vectors. This candidate set is built by performing approximate distance evaluations which rely on the quantized lookup tables (Algorithm 3, line 7). Our scan procedure is similar to the scan procedure of the conventional ANN search algorithm (Algorithm 1), apart from two differences. First, the adc_low_bits function is used to compute distances in place of the adc function. list ← index_list(db, y) ▷ Index 3: Tables   4 :
cand ← scan(list, {Q j } m j=0 , r 2) ▷ Scan
6:
return refine(list, cand, {C j } m j=0 , y, r , r 2) ▷ Refine
cand ← capped_buckets(r 2)
9:
for i ← 0 to |list| − 1 do cand. put(d, i) 
The adc_low_bits function masks the lowest b bits of centroids indexes c[j] to perform lookups in the small lookup tables (Algorithm 3, line 17), instead of using the full centroids indexes to access the full lookup tables. Second, candidates are stored in a data structure optimized for fast insertion, capped buckets (Algorithm 3, line 8), instead of a binary heap. Capped buckets consists of an array of buckets, one for each possible distance (0-254). Each bucket is a list of vector IDs. The put operation (Algorithm 3, line 12) involves retrieving the bucket d, and appending the vector ID i to the list. Because adding a vector to a capped buckets data structure requires much less operations than adding a vector to a binary heap, it is much faster (O(1) operations versus O(log n) operations). It however requires distances to be quantized to 8-bit integers, which are used as bucket IDs. This not an issue, as quantizing distances to 8-bit integers has been shown not to impact recall significantly [1] . On the contrary, a fast insertion is highly beneficial because the candidate set is relatively large (typical r 2=10K-200K) in comparison with the final result set (typical r =10-100). Therefore, many insertions are performed in the candidate set. To avoid the capped buckets data structure to grow indefinitely, we maintain an upper bound on distances; vectors having distances higher than the upper bound are discarded. The distance (i.e., bucket ID) of the r 2-th farthest vector in the capped buckets is used as upper bound.
Refine
Step. In this step, r 2 vectors are extracted from the capped buckets, and a precise distance evaluation is performed for these vectors. These precise distance evaluations use the full quantizers {C j } m−1 j=0 . Precise distances are used to build the result set, denoted neighbors (Algorithm 3, line 22). We iterate over capped buckets by increasing bucket ID i bucket (Algorithm 3, line 25 and line 30). We process bucket 0, bucket 1, etc. until r 2 vectors have been processed. When processing a bucket, we iterate over all vectors IDs stored in this bucket (Algorithm 3, line 26), and compute precise distances using the adc_refine function. This function is similar to the adc function used in the conventional search process (Algorithm 1). However, here, we do not pre-compute the full lookup tables {D j } m−1 j=0 but rely on a dynamic programming technique. We fill all tables with the value -1 (Algorithm 3, line 23), and compute table elements on demand. Whenever, the value -1 is encountered during a distance computation (Algorithm 3, line 34), it means that this table element has not yet be computed. The appropriate centroid to sub-vector distance is therefore computed and stored in the lookup tables (Algorithm 3, line 35). This strategy is beneficial because it avoids computing the full {D j } m−1 j=0 tables, which is costly (Table 1 ). In the case of PQ m×8, 16, a full lookup table D j comprises a large number of elements k = 2 16 = 65536, but only a small number are accessed (usually 5%-20%).
EVALUATION 4.1 Experimental Setup
All ANN search methods evaluated in this section are implemented in C++. We use the g++ compiler version 6.3, with the options -O3 -ffast-math -m64 -march=native. For linear algebra primitives, we use OpenBLAS version 0.2.19, of which we compiled an optimized version on our system. We trained the full codebooks C j of product quantizers and optimized product quantizers using the implementation 1 of the authors of [4, 6] . We perform experiments on three datasets:
• SIFT1M 2 , a dataset of 1 million SIFT vectors (128 dimensions) with a training set of 100 thousand vectors • TINY10M, a dataset of 10 million GIST vectors (384 dimensions) with a training set of 10 million vectors, extracted from the TINY dataset 3 • SIFT1B 2 , a large-scale dataset of 1 billion SIFT vectors. We use a training set of 3 million vectors. To characterize the behavior of our approach, we first evaluate in the context of exhaustive search (i.e., without inverted index) on the small SIFT1M and TINY10M datasets. We then show that our approach also performs well in the context of non-exhaustive search (i.e., with an inverted index) on the SIFT1B dataset. All experiments were performed on a workstation equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-1650v3 CPU and 16GiB of RAM (DDR4 2133Mhz).
Impact of r2
The recall of the conventional ANN search method depends only on the r parameter, the size of the result set. Our approach depends on an additional parameter, r 2 the size of the candidate set. To assess the impact of r 2, we set r = 100 and measure the impact of r 2 on recall and response time (Figure 3 ). Recall increases with r 2 until it reaches a plateau (Figure 3a) . Response time strongly increases with r 2 (Figure 3b ). This is mainly because the Refine step of our procedure becomes much more costly as r 2 increases. A high r 2 means that many costly subvector-to-centroid distance computations will be performed, and that many accesses to slow cache levels will be performed. In addition, the Scan step also becomes slightly more costly as r 2 increases, because more insertions in the capped buckets structure are performed. Therefore, it is important that r 2 is high enough so that our approach (denoted PQ 4×8, 16 for product quantization and OPQ 4×8, 16 for optimized product quantization) achieves the same recall as 16-bit quantizers (denoted PQ 4×16, OPQ 4×16), but not too high so as not to increase response time too much. For each value of r , we select the lowest r 2 such that the recall of (O)PQ4×8, 16 is within 1% of the recall of (O)PQ4×16. We determine the appropriate r 2 value using a subset of the query set. We report both values, r and corresponding r 2, on the x-axis of our graphs (Figure 4 ).
Exhaustive search, 64-bit codes
On the SIFT1M dataset, our approach achieves the same recall as 16-bit quantizers, for a response time comparable to the one of 8-bit quantizers (Figure 4a ). While 16-bit quantizers incur a 2.7 times increase in response time over 8-bit quantizers, our approach achieves the same recall for only a 1.1 times increase in response time. The response time of our approach increases for r > 100, because we increased r 2 from 9000 to 12000 to maintain the same recall as 16-bit quantizers. For the TINY10M dataset (GIST descriptors), the benefit of using 16-bit quantizers instead of 8-bit quantizers is lower than it is for SIFT descriptors, especially in the case of OPQ (Figure 4b ). Yet, our approach also achieves the same recall as 16-bit quantizers on this dataset. The response time of our approach again increases with r 2. Nonetheless, our approach has a 1.07 times higher response time than 8-bit quantizer in the best case, and a 1.68 higher response time in the worst case. On the contrary, 16-bit quantizers incur a 2.8 times increase in response time in all cases (Figure 4b ).
Non-exhaustive search, 64-bit codes
So far, we have evaluated our approach in context of exhaustive search, with small datasets. We now evaluate our approach on a large dataset of 1 billion vectors and with an inverted index. To demonstrate the applicability of our approach in this context, we combine it with a simple inverted index (IVFADC, [9] ) but our approach could similarly be combined with more elaborate inverted indexes, such as the inverted multi-index [5] . We divide the database into K = 65536 inverted lists, and we scan ma = 64 inverted lists to answer each query. In this context also, our approach achieves the same recall as 16-bit quantizers (Figure 4c ). When inverted indexes are used, 16-bit quantizers lead to a very high increase in response time: 16-bit quantizers are more than 10 times slower than 8-bit quantizers (Figure 4c ). This is because 16-bit quantizer cause a high increase in Tables time and Scan time. In the case of exhaustive search, the increase in Tables time remains negligible  (Section 2.4, Table 1 ), despite the large increase. However, in the case of inverted indexes, the increase in Tables becomes significant as multiple tables are computed (in our case ma = 64 tables). By contrast, our approach achieves the same recall as 16-bit quantizers, but is only 1.1 to 1.5 times slower than 8-bit quantizers.
Exhaustive search, 32-bit codes
There has been a recent interest in very high compression levels, and in 32-bit codes [4, 6] . In this context, the use of 16-bit quantizers is particularly beneficial as they bring a higher increase in recall than for 64-bit codes. For space reasons, we do not include the full graphs for 32-bit codes but only report time and recall values for r = 100 (Table 2) . On the SIFT1M dataset and for 32-bit codes, 16-bit quantizers offer a 21% increase in recall: the Recall@100 is 0.788 compared to 0.652 for 8-bit quantizers (OPQ, Table 2 ). On the TINY10M dataset, 16-bit quantizers offer a 24% increase in recall: the Recall@100 is 0.347 compared to 0.278 for 8-bit quantizers (OPQ, Table 2 ). For 32-bit codes also, our approach provides the same recall as 16-bit quantizers, while offering a much lower response time.
DISCUSSION
Limitations. As shown in Section 4, our approach does not significantly increase response time while providing a substantial increase in recall. However, our approach still requires training 16-bit quantizers and encoding vectors with 16-bit quantizers, which can be costly. On our work workstation, encoding 1 million vectors with a 4×16 product quantizer takes 150 seconds (0.15 ms/vector), while this operation takes takes 0.91 seconds (0.00091 ms/vector) with a [4] , Tree Quantization (TQ) [6] and Composite Quantization (CQ) [16] . Our approach compares favorably to these new quantization approaches as it does not significantly increase response time, and only moderately increases encoding time. On the contrary, AQ and TQ result in a more than twofold increase in ANN search time [6] . Moreover, AQ and TQ increase vector encoding time by multiple orders of magnitude: encoding a vector into a 64-bit code takes more than 200ms (1333 times more than our approach) for AQ, and 6ms for TQ (40 times more than our approach) [5] . Even if encoding time is not as important as response time, such an increase makes AQ and TQ hardly tractable for large datasets. Thus, AQ and TQ have not been evaluated on datasets of more than 1 million vectors [4, 6] . More importantly, our approach is orthogonal to the approach taken by AQ, TQ or CQ. Therefore, AQ, TQ or CQ could be used with 16-bit sub-quantizers, and associated derived codebooks, provided that vector encoding remains tractable.
Use of Second-Order Residuals. Like our approach, the ADC+R system [13] (also called IVFADC+R when it is combined with an inverted index), first builds a relatively large candidate set and then reranks it to obtain a final result set. The key idea of their approach is to encode a vector with a first 4×8 product quantizer, and to encode the residual error vector with a second 4×8 product quantizer. Unlike our approach, ADC+R cannot exploit 16-bit quantizers, and therefore does not benefit from the increase in accuracy they bring. The focus of ADC+R is on decreasing response time, at the expense of a slight decrease in accuracy. On the contrary, our approach increases accuracy (thanks to 16-bit quantizers) but comes at the expense of a slight increase in response time.
Polysemous Codes. Recently, the idea of polysemous codes [7] that can be both interpreted as binary codes and PQ codes has been introduced. The binary codes allow a fast and approximate distance evaluation, which is then refined using the PQ codes (8-bit quantizers). The codes used in our approach can also be regarded as polysemous codes, that can be both interpreted as 4×8 PQ codes and 4×16 PQ codes. The major difference between our approach and the polysemous codes used in [7] is that polysemous codes use binary codes for approximate distance evaluations, and PQ codes with 8-bit quantizer for precise distance evaluations. On the contrary, our approach uses PQ codes with 8-bit quantizers for approximate distance evaluation, and PQ codes with 16-bit quantizers for precise distance evaluation. In addition, we introduce a dynamic computation of lookup tables for 16-bit quantizers and the capped buckets data structure (Section 3.3), which are not used in [7] . The use of 16-bit quantizers allows our approach to achieve high recall: on the SIFT1B dataset, we achieve a Recall@100 of 0.850 in 5.2 ms. Unlike our approach, polysemous codes [7] focus on moderate recall and extremely low response times: they achieve a Recall@100 of 0.332 in 0.27 ms on SIFT1B.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the idea of derived codebooks, a novel approach that combines the speed of 8-bit quantizers with the accuracy of 16-bit quantizers. Our approach achieves the same recall as 16-bit quantizers for a response time close to the one of 8-bit quantizers. Moreover, our approach can be combined with inverted indexes, which is especially useful for large datasets. These results are achieved by building a set of derived codebooks (2 8 centroids each) from the codebooks of the 16-bit quantizers. The derived codebooks are used to build a candidate set as they allow fast and approximate distance evaluations. This candidate set is then refined using the 16-bit quantizers to obtain the final result set.
As it provides a significant increase in recall without strongly impacting response time, our approach compares favorably with the state of the art. Because they incur a high increase in response time, 16-bit quantizers are generally believed to be intractable. With derived codebooks, we have shown that 16-bit quantizers can be time-efficient, thus opening new perspectives for ANN search based on product quantization.
Finally, our paper evaluates 8-bit derived codebooks for 16-bit quantizers but could be transposed to other settings such as 4-bit or 5-bit derived codebooks for 8-bit quantizers. Indeed, recent works [2, 3] have shown that SIMD-based implementations of 4,5 or 6-bit quantizers provide very low response time with good recall. Thus, they could be combined with the derived codebooks, introduced in this paper,to build PQ 8×4, 8 , PQ 8×5, 8, PQ 8×6, 8: The fast distance computation implemented in SIMD on the derived codebook can be used to prune the precise distance computation on the 8-bit codebooks. In that case, one may be willing to use symmetric distance computation (SDC) for the SIMD distance computation in order to avoid the overhead of distance table computation, similarly to polysemous codes [7] that also prune distance table computations.
